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Croatian Prime-Minister Zoran Milanović, facing recently public pressures to reestablish some of 
the dividing lines within the Croatian society inherited from the war 1991–1995, has referred to 
the new-coined proverb detecting war-like attitudes: Mržnje i inata za još dva, tri rata! 
(Spreading hatred and bearing grudges for another two, three wars!) Croatian society is 
currently sharing an ambiguous attitude towards the Domovinski rat (Patriotic War), 1991–1995. 
In opposition to quasi-total national mobilization in 1991, there is nothing of the kind in the 
contemporary Croatian society. Societal divisions, linked to effects of transition, have to do 
pretty much with ambiguous attitudes regarding the last war, as well as with conflicting 
remembrances of the Yugoslav heritage, not to speak about divisions regarding mutually 
exclusive heritages of the Second World War (Independent State of Croatia vs. Partisan 
Movement). Croatian past is very much alive! In opposition to it, a large majority of the Croatian 
society, suffering from the current economic crisis and uncertainties regarding the future, is 
actually future-oriented, sometimes indifferent, even apathetic, towards the past. Cacophonic 
public discourse privileges mass-media ‘celebrities’, but does not encourage social dialogue in 
any particular field. That has a lot to do with CroMe, as well as Post Yugoslav Voices project. 
People are not that much interested in personalized discourse. Personal tragedies and traumas 
from the recent past do meet instantaneous empathy, but not much more than that. There are 
new tragedies and traumas of young, educated and unemployed people, as well as professional 
workers at the age of 50, losing their jobs without that much hope to acquire new ones, etc. 
Personal memories from the war 1991–1995, as well as 1941–1945 do matter in many ways, but 
social contexts determining modes of appropriation have profoundly changed. Tragedies and 
traumas are not excluded in the future to come, different than those ones in the past, 
nevertheless very painful for the affected ones.  
  One cannot escape from her/his past. That is what we have learnt. What we have not 
yet learnt is that we have to humanize our attitudes towards ones’ sufferings in the recent past. 
At the first place, we have to be ready to listen to victims as human beings. That is to say that 
we have to be able to ‘interiorize’ their tragedies and traumas. Secondly, we have to be able to 
reconstruct contexts which made ‘ordinary people’ war criminals. Thirdly, we have to be able to 
‘go beyond’ narratives themselves. Audio/oral testimonies can always be accompanied by and 
checked with archival researches, closer inquiries of different kinds, that is to say professional 
procedures in the critique of all kinds of evidences. To testimony implies enormous variety of 
implications. That has almost nothing to do with ethical norms, since it is impossible to limit 
implications of any particular ‘confession’. But, historians cannot ignore imperatives of 
restorative justice and reconciliation. That does not make them less historians. Quite the 
opposite. That obliges them to be wise, and even more professional. They cannot escape those 



objectives. Otherwise, they are losing their human and professional credibility and even 
potential to tell us something plausible to anybody of us.  
 


